Key Readings for the Course:


Kopp, Thomas et al. (2019): At the Expense of Others? How the imperial mode of living prevents a good life for all; 5 -17; 89-94. 


For videos, see end of document.

Extended reading list

It is particularly important to engage with views on value chains of scholars from the global South. Please see these key texts.


Other further readings:


Lannen, Anu; Bieri, Sabin; Bader, Christoph (2018): Inequality: What’s in a word? https://www.researchgate.net/publication/331039495_Inequality_What%27s_in_a_word.


Videos:

Nicola Phillips: Forced Labour, Child Labour & Human Trafficking in Global Trade & Production: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cm74mzDK7U

Interview with Channsitha Mark, Coordinator for the Workers' Information Centre (WIC) in Cambodia: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHJfGPPp4paM (watch all 30 minutes)

Video Book Presentation Stefano Ponte “Greening Supply Chains?”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxfnF5u9BbY&t=1880s

(The book this presentation draws on is: Ponte, Stefano (2019): Business, power and sustainability in a world of global value chains. London: Zed.)